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First	round

 

1 Which cloud contains only numbers less than 7 ?

2
6 1

8A 7
9 4

3B 51 3
6C 4

6 7
2D

2 Which figure shows a part of this necklace?

A B C D

3 The bee collects nectar from all the 
flowers inside the rectangle located 
outside the triangle?

9A 10B 13C 17D

4 Hind folded a paper twice and then 
folded it as shown in the figure. How 
many pieces she will have in the end?

2A 3B 4C 5D
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13 At the entrance of the zoo there are 12 children in the queue. 
Layla is the 7th from the front and Hamzah is the 2nd from the 
back. How many children are there between them?

3A 4B 5C 6D

14 The following figure shows the non-stop flight from Jeddah to Dammam.
Calculate the flight from Riyadh to Dammam?

DammamRiyadh......................Jeddah

2 hours 2 hours ?5 hours

6 : 00  AM 8 : 00 Pm

2 hoursA 3 hoursB 4 hoursC 5 hoursD

15 Which cloud only contains even numbers?

5
693A 23

13333B 9
27303C 58

342
10D

16 A figure has been cut into three pieces.
Which figure should have been cut?

A B C D
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1 C

2 D

3 A

4 B

5 C

6 A

7 D

8 D

9 B

10 B

11 C

12 B

13 A

14 D

15 D

16 A

17 D

18 B

19 C

20 B

Second	round

1 C

2 D

3 A

4 C

5 C

6 B

7 B

8 D

9 A

10 A

11 D

12 B

13 A

14 C

15 A

16 D

17 B

18 C

19 B

20 C

21 D

Third	round

1 B

2 B

3 D

4 B

5 C

6 C

7 B

8 A

9 D

10 C

11 D

12 B

13 C

14 A

15 A

16 A

17 B

18 D

19 C

20 A

21 D

Answer	key
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Third	round	answers

1        B

2        B

When imagining the shape,
the correct choice is

3        
D

3 sisters3 brothers

Hind

4 sisters2 brothers

Mohammed

4        B

7 + 11 = 18       18 means 6 pm

5        C

5 + 15 + 40 + 50 = 110

6        C

We need 9 tiles to 
fill the inside area

7        B

8        A

9        
D

The weight of the two cats = 5 kg.
The weight of one cat = 2.5 kg.

10        C

11        
D

The answer is = 5
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verbal	symmetry

Select the words that give a similar relationship:

 

1 The relationship between chick and hen, the same as the relationship 
between .......... 

Camel and carnivalA Rooster and foxB Purl and waterC Cub and lionD

2 The relationship between the eraser and the writing is the same as the 
relationship between ..........

Hot and air-conditionedA

Writing and penC

Medication and diseaseB

Ruler and drawingD

3 The relationship between apples and oranges, like the relationship between ....... 

Sun and dayA

Cave and mountainC

Ducks and chickensB

Camel and catD

4 week : day ? : 1

10A 30B 7C 365D

5 What word fills the blank: tiger: ..........

DeerA Mouse B RabbitC LeopardD

6 tall : short rich : ?

miser A poorB beautifulC uglyD
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pictures	of	correlation	and	difference

You got 4 pictures, 3 of them have a specific relation in common. Choose the different picture:

1
A B C D

2
A B C D

3
A B C D

4
A B C D

5
A B C D

6
A B C D

7
A B C D
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First	round

 

1 Humans need .............. to see.

A

Light bulb

B

The eye

C

Glasses

D

Light

2 The tool we use to analyze white light into multiple colors ...........

A

Light bulb

B

Prism glass

C

Filter paper

D

Glasses

3 The arrow in the following image 
is pointing to an experiment of 
what light is made of .............. 

Color spectrumA Eye B Prism glassC LensD

4 When you wear yellow glasses, you see things
in this color:

Red A BlueB GreenC YellowD
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Second	round

1 Which of the following refers to living things only?

Clouds, fire, riversA

Rivers, birds, treesC

Fire, rivers, treesB

Birds, trees, worms D

2 Which of the following pictures does not represent the insect?

A B C D

3 What is the order of the bean plant growth stages?

1 2 3 4

1 - 2 - 3 - 4A 2 - 1 - 3 - 4B 3 - 2 - 1 - 4C 3 - 1 - 2 - 4D

4 The moon does not produce light, yet it is bright at night. Why?

The moon rotates at a very high speed.B

The moon is covered with a light layer of snow.C

The moon has a lot of craters.D

The moon reflects illumination from the sun.A
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First	round

1 At any of the following shapes, the number of hearts represents three quarters 
of the shapes?

A B C D

2 If the fastest contestant is standing  on the podium,
who is the third one? E

D

B

A
C

AA BB CC ED

3 In the following figure, to travel from 
city (A) to (B) is a direct road. a diversion 
was made at points (C), (D) to travel on 
the connected line, what is the distance 
that was increased on the road?

3 km

A C D B

3 kmA 5 kmB 6 kmC 10 kmD

4 What is the sum of:   2001 + 2002 + 2003 + 2004 + 2005

5010A 10150B 11005C 10015D
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12 If the cover of a book was punched as shown in the following figure, which 
shapes would you see through these two holes if the book was closed?

A

C

B

D

13 Abdullah dries grapes to get raisins. He gets 1 kilogram of raisins from 
4 kilograms of grapes. How many kilograms of grapes he needs to make 
4 kilograms of raisins?

12A 16B 20C 50D

14 Badr used sticks connected together as shown in 
the following figure to form shapes. Which of the 
following shapes needs more sticks than Badr has?

A B C D

15 Ibrahim and his father went to the theater, their seat
numbers were 71, and 72. The following signs indicate
seat directions which direction should they follow?

from 1    to   20
from 21   to   40
from 41   to   60
from 61   to   80
from 81   to   100

A B C D
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2        A

3        C

Number of members =
5 × the number of teams of five 
individuals + 6 x The number of 
teams of six
 Total team members = 43 (odd number)

That is, the number of participating 
teams It must be individual
That is, the number of teams of five 
individuals it must be an odd number
The number 
of teams of 5 
individuals

remaining 
number of 
members

The number 
of teams of 6 
individuals

1
43 - 5
= 38

Cant be 
divided by 6

3
43 - 15
= 28

Cant be 
divided by 6

5
43 - 25
= 18

Can be 
divided by  6

3 teams 

Which is that the total number of 
teams = 5 + 3 = 8 teams

4        D

Head TailWings

red
greenblue 2

green blue 1

green
redblue 4

red blue 3

blue
redgreen 6

red green 5

The number of possible cases is 6,
including the first case
(red - green - blue) ie 

We have 5 additional cases.

5        B

We start from the bottom by 
deleting 5 squares

A B C D

Note that: B is symmetric when 
divided the two parts are identical, 

the rest of the shapes can be, Splitting 
the rest of it into two different parts.

A B C D
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verbal	symmetry

At the beginning of each question are two words that have a certain relationship, 
followed by four pairs of words, one of which is related to each other.
The two words have a relationship similar to the relationship between the two 
words in the header of the question, choose the correct answer.

1 Gill : a fish

Lung : rabbitA respiration : oxygenB Nose : humanC Beak : pigeonD

2 Hour : time

Minutes : an hourA

Thermometer : coldC

Compass : directionB

Page : a bookD

3 Night and day

Sun : lightA East : WestB Lille : a starC Water : snowD

4 lion : lair

human : houseA terrier : snakeB donkey : brayC camel : cowsD

5 Dough : bread

Water : snowA Voice : a wordB Palm : dampC Butter : milkD

6 Iron : nail

Silver : goldA Water : snowB Melancholy : FarahC Child : A manD
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Select the sentence that fits the space to make sense.

7 The relationship between dark and night is like the relationship between ........

School and studentA bananas and fruitB Light and dayC Book and penD

8 A relationship between the sun and light, such as the relationship between ..........
Diligence and successA

War and destructionC

generator and energyB

The car and the streetD

9 The relationship between hand and writing is like the relationship between ..........
The car and the doorA

father and sonC

the tree and the wickerB

Tongue and pronunciationD

10 For a relationship between Al-Aqsa Mosque and Al-Quds, such as the 
relationship between ..........

Arafat and Al-HajjajA

Medina and the KaabaC

the Kaaba and MeccaB

Mount Uhud and MakkahD

11 For a relationship between a shepherd and a sheep, such as a relationship between ..........
Teacher, teacherA

In the farmer and the plantationC

writer and librariesB

Engineer and laboratoriesD

12 A relationship between a lion and a lioness, such as a relationship between ..........

Camel and camelA horse and ponyB Lamb and lambC Purl and waterD

13 The relationship between nails and fingers is like the relationship between ..........

Brain, liverA ear and brainB Eye and faceC Knee and neckD

14 The relationship between high and low is like the relationship between ..........
A hungry and thirstyA

Moon and nightC

Rich and poorB

Pleased and happyD
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At the beginning of each question are two pictures associated with a certain 
relationship, followed by four pairs of pictures, one pair of which are related.
The two pictures have a relationship similar to the relationship between the
two pictures in the question, choose the correct answer.

1

:

   :    A    :   B

   :   C    :   D

2

:

   
:
   

A    :   B

   :   C    :   D

3

:

   :   A    :   B

   :   C    :   D
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	pictures	of	verbal
symmetry	answers

1        A

   :   

The pharmacy has medicine,
and the library has a book.

2        A
   

:
   

The eyelid covers the eye,
and the nail covers the finger.

3        
D

   :   

Fish lives in water,
and tigers are in the forest.

4        A

   :   

The peel covers the orange,
and the wool covers the lamb.

5        C

Fruits and vegetables..  : 

6        B

A big lion and a small cub   :   

answers	of

correlation	and	difference

1        
D

All are children of animals,
except for pony.

2        A

All housing except for the street.

3        B

Gregorian months except Muharram.

4        
D

Nouns, and verb draws.

5        C

Good qualities except
miser a bad trait.

6        B

All in the sense of slander except for praise.

7        B

All of them are running except to stop.

8        A

Harbor
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First	round

1 Water is found in nature in ...............

1 caseA 2 casesB 3 casesC 4 casesD

2 Solids ...............

Have a fixed shape and a variable sizeA

Have a fixed shape and fixed sizeC

Have a variable shape and fixed sizeB

Have is only a fixed shapeD

3 When water turns from liquid to ice, the result is .............

Increase the massA Increased heatB EvaporationC Low temperatureD

4 A cylindrical container contains 200 cm of water 
when transferred to a conical container a change 
happens in ...............

The shape of the waterA

Shape and volume of waterC

Size of waterB

No changeD

5 A body with a mass on the surface of the earth is equal to 6 kg. Calculate 
its weight on the surface of the earth?

60 NA 6 kgB 60 kgC 6 ND
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5 A person in a darkened room sees clearly through the window, and in broad 
daylight, he is outside. But the person inside the room cannot see the person 
outside it.

Light rays cannot cross the window twiceB

External rays cannot cross the windowC

Sunlight is not as intense as other light sourcesD

There isn't enough light to reflect on the person in the roomA

6 The schematic diagram indicating the correct position of the batteries? 

K L M
Only in (K) modeA

Only in (M) modeC

Just in the situation (L)B

Mode (K) and Mode (M)D

7 Oil is an example of a non-renewable natural resource. What is another 
example of non-renewable resources?

The woodA Sea   waterB Sun lightC CharcoalD

8 The diagram indicates nine attempts 
Osman did it and implemented it using 
carriages two wheels of different sizes 
and different numbers of cubes of 
equal masses. Use the same slope for all 
attempts and the carriages began to 
move from different heights. He wants 
to test this idea: the higher the height 
the ramp has increased the vehicle 
access speed towards down the slope. 
any three attempts should he has to 
compare them?

G

U

X

H

V

Y

I

W

Z

G.H.IA I.W.ZB H.V.YC U.W.YD
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18        
D

piece of wool Balloon

3, 5

Because the rest of the things 
generate mobile electricity.

19        C

The heart
Because it is found
in the chest cavity.

20        B

(B)

Because when two objects move 
in two directions differently, the 
resultant velocity is equal to the 

difference between the two speeds.

21        A

Because helium is lighter than air
Because the lower the density the 

more  body height up.

22        A

20 Newtons
Because force × arm = resistance × arm.

23        B

The rest of the lamps
are not affected,
Because the rest of
the lamps are on 
the condition of
connecting in parallel
the electric current is
not affected with a lamp.

1

2

3

4

24        A

1 2 3 4

All lights are off; 
Because the circuit will be open

no electric current will pass.

25        A

Good conductivity of electricity
Because electricity needs elements

of metals such as copper.

26        A

taste 
A physical property that 

distinguishes between salt and sugar 
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First	round

1 Osama wrote the smallest individual numbers on the sides of the 
cube Done number on each faceEJ<If the cube throws 3 times and 
collects the numbers that appear on the top face each timez<which 
options can't represent the total he's got?

13A 20C 21D19B

2 Mashal painted the following figuresz<which one of these shapes needs the largest 
amount of paint?

A C DB

3 In the opposite shapez<the circles represent lamps connected 
to other lampsJ<At first all the lamps are turned offJ<If you 
touch one of the lamps then this lamp and all the lamps 
next to it are on Dthe two lamps are adjacent if they are 
connected to a straight pieceEJ<What  minimum number of 
lights should be touched in order to light all the lamps?

2A 4C 5D3B

4 Adel folded a sheet of paperJ<Then cut in them after folding one holeJ<After he opened 

the paper again it was shapedJ< < <What was Adel's way of folding the paper?

A C DB
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5 Each of the following pictures shows a diagram of a cubeJ<Which of these diagrams 
will be a cube with a closed line on its surface?

A C DB

6 Ahmed moves from the garden to the schoolz< counting the flowers on his wayJ<

Which of the following cannot be a number watched flowersJ

9A 11C 12D10B

7 Positive integers are written on the faces of the cube shown in the figure 
DThree of them are already apparentEz<so the product of any two numbers is 
by two opposite sides always produce the sameJ<How many fewer possible 
numbers is the sum of the numbers on the six faces of the cube?

36A 41C 44D37B

8 Yusef folded the next carton into a box of the type D1 B<1 B<2E

Which of the following pictures does not show this box?

A C DB

9 If the opposite shape is rotated around at an angle of 180°
Which of the following pictures is the resulting shape?

m

m

A

m

C

m

D

m

B
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Third	round	answers

1 < D

The squares perimeter Y<length of the side B<4
<<<<<<<<< <<<<<Y<48

Length side Y<48 C<4 Y<12 cm
The length of the new triangle Y<12 G<12 Y<24 cmz

and its width Y<12 C<2 Y<6 cm
Rectangle's perimeter Y<Dlength G<widthE<B<2

Y<D24 G<6E<B<2 Y<30 B<2 Y<60 cmJ

2 < B

The gears that cause motion and have the 
same number of teethJThe first gear has 
30 teethz<and the last gear has 10 teethJ

It means that the first gear
has triple of the last gearJ

3 < C

By comparing
the two shapesz

as the figurez

We find that the increase in the shape on 
the left is the length of the rectangle the 
width of the rectanglez< which means the 
difference Y<20 cmJ

4 < C

By adding the first and second scales
we find thatV

A
E

BC CDAE B

by deleting the similar shapesV

A
E

BC CDAE B
EE

BBAAE B AA

We find that the weight of D<is greater 
than two than C

That isz<one of the balls weighs more 
than twice The other and this is achieved 

for balls 80 and 30
That isz<ball D<has a weight of 80 gJ

Ball C<weighs 30 gJ

5 < C

The first kangaroo moves from the two 
adjacent three movesJ<

Then follows the next move D5 movesE

And the lastz<another 5 movesJ

6 < A

The difference Y<1          10000 – 9999 Y<1

7 < D

If Alaa goes firstz<he will pick all the 
numbers marital and only singles will 

remainz<and this did not happen where 
all of them chose even numbers

<Alaa is the last person
Salem loves numbers that are divisible 

by 5 but Badr chose one of them
<Badr went before Salem

Correct order DBadr – Salem – AlaaE

8 < C

We start from the top with an odd number
Below it must be two numbersz<one of 

which is odd and the other even Dwe get 
the largest number of odd numbersE<and 
so on with the number down the even is 

two odd numbersJ

odd
odd even

even ” odd
” ” even ”

Number of odd numbers Y<7
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RememberRemember
• There is only one correct answer for each question.
• Shade the correct answer of each question in the answer sheet.

1 The figure shows a board where each small square has an
area of 4 cm2J<What is the length of the thick black line?

A 16 cm B 18 cm C 20 cm D 21 cm E 36 cm

2 Which of the following fractions is smaller than 2 ?

A 8
19 B 9

20 C 10
21 D 11

22 E 12
23

3 Ahmed starts counting at the number 19 and keeps counting until 89J<if he takes 
one second to say each number how long does it take to count all the numbers?

D 1 min 19 s E 1 min exactly

A 1 min 10 s B 1 min 29 s C 1 min 11 s

4 Starting with 555 groups each containing 9 rocks we pile all these rocks together 
into one pileJ<We then divide this new pile into groups with 5 rocks eachJ<How many 
new groups do we get?

A 111 B 999 C 45 D 555 E 900

5 Saad cuts a pizza into quartersJ<then he cuts every quarter into thirdsJ<What part of 
the whole pizza is one of the pieces?

D an eighth E a twelfth

A a third B a quarter C a seventh
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34 Nine cars arrive at a crossroads and
drive off as indicated by the arrowsJ

Which figure shows the position of
the cars after passing the crossroads?

A B C D E

35 Each spot in the figure covers one of the numbers 1z<2z<3z<4z

or 5 provided that the calculating process in all arrow
directions is correctJ<What is the number that is covered
by the star?

G I

B C
Y<8

A 1 B 2 C 3 D 4 E 5

36 A Lion is behind one of the three doorsJ<A sentence is written on each door but 
only one of the three sentences is trueJ<Behind which door is the lion?

The lion is not
behind this door

Door	١

The lion is
behind this door

Door	2

3 + 2 = 5

Door	3

D All three doors are possible E Both door 1 and door 2 are possible

A Door 1 B Door 2 C Door 3

37 Two girlsz<Salma and Noura and three boysz<Sultanz<Sadek and Abdullah play with
a ballJ<When a girl has the ballz<she throws it to the other girl or to a boyJ<When a 
boy has the ballz<he throws it to another boy but never to the boy from whom he just 
received itJ<Salma starts by throwing the ball to SultanJ<Who will do the fifth throw?

A Sultan B Salma C Sadek D Noura E Abdullah
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Kangaroo

Kangarooappendix

appendix

46 < C

Dalal has two ways to choose three numbers 
which have the sum 8V<D1 z<2 z<5E<or D1 z<3 z<4E

Fatema has only one way to choose three 
numbers which have the sum 7V<D1 z<2 z<4E

There are two common numbers D1 z<2E

with the first choice for Dalalz<D1 z<4 E<and 
the second choice for DalalJJ

47 < D

The similar digits must be consecutive at 
any orderJ<It means that we cannot have 

an order which have a digits between 
two similar digits as in DJ

ExplanationV

When  A > B > C  the order isV<<AAABBC
When  A > C > B  the order isV<<AAACBB
When  B > A > C  the order isV<<BBAAAC
When  B > C > A  the order isV<<BBCAAA
When  C > A > B  the order isV<<CAAABB
When  C > B > A  the order isV<<CBBAAA

48 < C

Notice that any three consecutive numbersz<

only one of them can be divided by 3

Three consecutive numbers

G<1 G<1 B<3 G<2 B<2

The number multiplied by 3
can be divided by 3

Three consecutive numbers

G<1 G<1 B<3 G<2 B<2

divisible by 3

And when adding 2z<the sum cannot be 
divided by 3z<and so is the profuctJ

49 < B

The sum of the numbers from 2 to 10 Y
2 G<3 G<4 G<5 G<6 G<7 G<8 G<9 G<10 Y<54

It is required to divide them into groups; 
and thereforez<in each group there is one 

of the divisors of 54 

The divisors of 54 areV

1z<2z<3z<6z<9z<18z<27z<54

Number 10 must be in one of the 
groups; thereforez<the sum less than 10 

must be excluded

It means that we cannot form groups in 
which the sum is less than 10 D1z<2z<3z<6z<9E

ThereforeV

The sum 54 <Done groupz<all numbersE

The sum 27 <two groups D8z<9z10Ez<

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<D2z<3 z<4 z<5 z<6 z<7E

The sum 18 <three groups D8z<10Ez<

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<D2z<7z<9E<z<D3z<4z<5z<6E

This means that the largest number of 
groups is 3 groups

50 < D

791 6

6

5

8

4

9

The Pyramid after 
Jasser’s throw

3

3
8

4

2

63791

28

3

6

5

4

The pyramid after 
Waleed’s throw

8

4

9

By comparing the places of the missing 
cans in the two pyramids

We find that the sum of Jasser’s throws Y<

3 G<8 G<2 G<3 G<4 G<the top can Y<25
20G<the top can Y<25

the top can Y<5
<The sum of Waleed’s throws Y<8 G<4 G<9 G<5 Y<26
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1 Which of the following forms does not belong to the rest of the group?

A C DB

2 IfV B Y 20
B Y 12
B Y 15

SoV B B Y JJJJ

40A 60C 80D45B

3 Which of the following forms does not belong to the rest of the group?

A C DB

4 Find the value of x<in the following boxV<<<< 6 29 8 24 8 21 12 x

14A 22C 25D16B

5 In the adjacent figure find the value of xJ 5 6
2 3

9 8
3 4

13 x
5 6

11A 14C 16D12B

6 In the following forms; Find the value of the squareJ

G G G Y 17
G G G Y 14
G G G Y 16

2A 6C 9D3B
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verbal	symmetry

Choose the word that fits the space to give a common relation.

1 The relationship between the playing field and the ball is like the relationship betweenV

Sea and fishA

flowers and gardenC

Paper and bookB

teacher and studentD

2 The relationship between the second floor and the first floorz<such as the relationship betweenV

Sea and oceanA

The sea and the shipC

Bridge and riverB

the egg and the chickenD

3 The relationship between water and snowz<such as the relationship between JJJJJJJJJJ

Butter and yogurtA Dough and breadC Steam and gasDWet and palmB

4 The relationship between fast and vigorousz<such as the relationship between 
buying and JJJJJJJJJJ

BuyA straddleC soldDBe guidedB

5 The relationship between discontentment and complacencyz<such as the relationship 
between hoarder and JJJJJJJJJJ

EmptyA SmallC LongDFull ofB

6 The relationship between the finitez<and the familyz<such as the relationship between JJJJJJJJJJ

Beautiful and dazzlingA

Director and the nextC

The gloomyz<the faintB

high and loftyD
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pictures	of	verbal	symmetry

Choose the picture that fits the space to give a common relation.

1

V ?

A C DB

2

V ?

A C DB

3

V ?

A C DB

4

V ?

A C DB
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sentence	completion

Choose the answer that completes each sentence correctly:

1 Amer planted some herbs necessary for cookingz<such asV<thymez<basilz<and 
chrysanthemumz<and accordinglyz<Yasser used chrysanthemum for JJJJJJJJJJJJ

preparing his foodA

Decking his homeC

feeding his sheepB

Washing his clothesD

2 The doctor advised Khalda to eat some vegetablesz<such as radishesz<carrotsz<and 
beetrootz<and therefore beetroot is of JJJJJJJJJJJJ

the fruitA VegetablesC HerbsDthe animalsB

3 Allah sent messengersz<peace be upon them I<to guide peoplez<includingV<Ibrahimz<

Mosesz<Jesus and DhulIKiflJ<They are sponsor is from JJJJJJJJJJJJ

Human beingsA The messengersC AngelsDJinnB

4 Allah created the angels for his worshipz<and among themV<Gabrielz<Michaelz<Malikz<

and Marotz<and accordinglyz<Marut Creature from Hoowood JJJJJJJJJJJJ

ClayA the lightC ClayDfireB

5 The names of the Day of Resurrection variedz<includingV<Day of AlITaghabunz

AlIWaqi’az<AlISakhhaz<and AlITamahJ<Accordinglyz<AlISakhha is a name for JJJJJJJJJJJJ

The worldA The sunC EarthDThe endB

6 The names of Heaven variedz<includingV<Adenz<Mauiz<Vinegarz<and Firdawsz<and 
accordinglyz<Firdaws is a place for JJJJJJJJJJJJ

TormentA the deathC TiredDExceptB

7 Saad planted some types of roses in his gardenz<includingV<clovesz<daffodilsz<and 
tulipsV<accordinglyz<tulips are used for a purpose JJJJJJJJJJJJ

eaterA decorationsC treatmentDstorageB
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الحيواناتالحيوانات
ملحقملحق

أصوات	الحيوانات	وغيرها

lion roar

snake Hissing

horse Neighing

donkey braying

wolf howling

cow bellow

cat meow

frog croak

bee
Two 

humming 
K<boom

dog barking

mouse squeak

elephant Binge out

crowKowl whoop

fly zoom
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SectionSection

SScciieenncece

First	round

1 Some people have straight hair and some have 
frizzy hairJ< What causes some to be born with 
curly hair and others with smooth straight hair?

Variety of parents' hairA

Their skin colorC Their hair colorD

Brothers hair typeB

2 Which of the following statements about the food chain shown above is correct?

Grass Locust< Field mouce Snake

Field mice eat locusts and grassA

Snakes eat field miceC Snakes eat grassD

Locusts eat grass and field miceB

3 A girl wanted to play on a seesaw with her little brotherJ<Any picture that shows the 
best way for a girl who weighs 50 kg DkilogramsE<to balance with her brother who 
weighs 25 kg?

A

C

B

D

Figure DAEA Figure DCEC Figure DDEDFigure DBEB
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SectionSectionSScciieennccee

14 During freezingz<fusion and 
boilingz<Water transforms from 
one state to anotherJ<which of 
the following situations need to 
exist heat to occur

Solid Liquid Gas

Condensation

Evaporation

Freezing

Fusion

ž›^äi

Just boilingA

Fusion and freezingC Melting and boilingD

Fusion onlyB

15 A stone was placed on the scales in three waysJ<

What does a Libra refer to?
1 2 3

Scales D1E<refer to the largest weightA

Scales D3E<denotes the largest weightC All scales refer to the same weightD

Scale D2E<denotes the largest weightB

16 An ice cube was placed in a glass of water which of the following figures shows 
the correct position of the ice cube in the water?

A B C D

D  A B  C C  DA  B

17 Which of the following things dissolves in water? 

Iron filingsA SawdustC The sandDSugarB

18 An electrical circuit consisting of a lampz<

a batteryz<and some wires As in the figureJ<

Why does the lamp not light up?

A cut in the wireA

The battery doesn't workC The lamp needs a bigger batteryD

The lamp doesn't workB
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5 A

X
A B

If gears are connected by a chain
or belt then they move in

the same directionJ

6 B

B A

If the left gear turn in the given 
direction the middle one turn in

the opposite direction and the right 
one to the opposite of the middle

7 B

A B

To make the tractor turn to the arrow 
direction the track B must be faster than A

8 B

2

1

A

B

C

The round disk move in direction B

9 B

BA

Just chain B enough B

10 C

B

x

A

Each one of A and B will turn in the 
opposite direction of Xz<so they turn 

in the same directionJ

11 B

B

x

A

The gear with the fewest teeth will turn 
fasterJ<So the gear B is faster than AJ

12 C

BA C

at the time of braking the water keep 
its to the Forward due to inertia so it 

will be as in C
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